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Abstract

Distributed knowledge management systems (DKMS) have
been suggested to meet the requirements of today’s knowl-
edge management. Peer-to-peer systems offer technical foun-
dations for such distributed systems. To estimate the value
of P2P-based knowledge management evaluation criteria that
measure the performance of such DKMS are required. We
suggest a concise framework for evaluation of such systems
within different usage scenarios. Our approach is based on
standard measures from the information retrieval and the
databases community. These measures serve as input to a
general evaluation function which is used to measure the effi-
ciency of P2P-based KM systems. We describe test scenarios
as well as the simulation software and data sets that can be
used for that purpose.

Introduction

Many enterprizes have spent large amounts of money to
implement centralized knowledge management systems to
keep in business in today’s knowledge-based economy, of-
ten with little success. Among others (Bonifacio, Bouquet,
& Traverso 2002) suggest a distributed approach to know-
ledge management which better fits organizations and their
employees.

Participants can maintain individual views of the world,
while easily sharing knowledge in ways such that adminis-
tration efforts are low. The distributed environment is imple-
mented by a peer-to-peer network (which is basically equiv-
alent to a system of distributed agents) without any cen-
tralized servers. P2P systems have been used for collabo-
rative working or file sharing, but knowledge sharing ap-
plications herein mostly relied on keyword search and very
basic structures. Modern (centralized) knowledge manage-
ment systems are based on ontologies which have shown
to be the right answer for problems in knowledge mod-
elling and representation (OLeary 1998). An ontology (Gru-
ber 1993) is a shared specification of a conceptualization.
Through their structure ontologies allow answering a wider
range of queries than standard representations do. Semantic
Web technologies can augment this (Maedche 2002). Cur-
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rent research projects1 attempt to exploit the best of the two
worlds. Specifically, we want to do semantic information
retrieval in a peer-to-peer environment - resulting in a Dis-
tributed Knowledge Management System (DKMS).

In this work, we suggest a framework for evaluation of
such distributed knowledge-based systems. Only through a
thorough evaluation we can gain the insights to further de-
velop and enhance ideas and systems. Evaluation is either
possible through user-based evaluation or system evaluation.
User-based evaluation measures the users satisfaction with a
system, system evaluation compares different systems with
respect to a given measure.

While system evaluation permits a more objective con-
frontation of different approaches, the correlation of the re-
sults with the final user satisfaction is not always clear. How-
ever, user-based evaluation is expensive, time-consuming
and it is difficult to eliminate the noise which is due to user
experience, user interface and other human specific factors.

Tools developed within the cited projects focus on the
technical aspects of knowledge management. Thus, we use
the system evaluation approach. Techniques from traditional
Information Retrieval (Voorhees 2002) and networking re-
search (Yang & Garcia-Molina 2002c) will have to be com-
bined with ontology specific measures to gain meaningful
results.

This paper is structured as follows: in the first section we
will introduce a set of use cases to illustrate the different di-
mensions of the problem at hand. A definition of evaluation
measures will be given in the second section. In the follow-
ing section we want to give a notion of tools which can be
used. A part on generation of test data for these simulations
follows in the succeeding section. Further we give a practi-
cal view describing the test parameters. Related and future
work conclude this paper.

Scenarios
The field of possible applications for peer-to-peer comput-
ing is huge. Currently running systems include file sharing
(e.g. Gnutella2 (Kan 1999)), collaboration (e.g. Groove3),

1SWAP (swap.semanticweb.org) and Edutella
(edutella.jxta.org)

2http://www.gnutella.com
3http://www.groove.net
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Figure 1: Scenarios Overview

computing (e.g. Seti@home4) to name but a few. For this
reason we provide some scenarios for DKMS we examine.
Various conclusions for our ontology based KMS will be
drawn from these scenarios.

Application scenarios
This part will describe some real life situations in order to
find characteristics which influence the distribution of in-
formation within the examined scenarios (Figure 1). The
purpose of the scenarios is not to give a detailed impres-
sion of the entire IT-structure within the scenario. But rather
to emphasize the challenging points for an ontology based
KM-system realized by a peer-to-peer network.

Corporation With their organization in many different
units, entire corporations impose the most complex situ-
ation, with respect to number of domains, conceptualiza-
tions and documents, we want to consider here. Typically
these units are distributed according to organizational tasks,
like accounting or human resources, or more product related
such as development and marketing. The product related
units, for example, work on one product (topic) with diverse
perspectives or on varying products with similar views, viz.
use the same vocabulary.

We assume each peer5 has its own ontology, but with the
addition that employees working in similar business units
use ontologies which have some concepts in common while
ontologies in unrelated units describing e.g. the same prod-
uct are not easily comparable, viz. use a different hierarchy
and vocabulary.

Our evaluation has to show which techniques make best
use of existing ontologies in order answer queries according
to the user needs. These demands will be examined precisely
in the future. Therefore queries must reach quickly the peers
which can answer them, without flooding the network. The
answers should be relevant with respect to the query. Further

4http://setiathome.ssl.berkeley.edu/
5A peer can be the computer system of one user or a general

database.

the demand for computer resources like storage and proces-
sor time has to be monitored.

Working group A special case within a big company is
the single department. In this case the domain is predefined
and terms with the same meaning occur more often in each
ontology. However, the demand in terms of retrieval accu-
racy increases. A major research question here is, how to
capitalize on ontologies from other peers. viz. Selforganiza-
tion is often cited as one of the advantages of peer-to-peer
systems. If every peer partly conceptualizes information the
combination will result in a more detailed description for
everybody, because each peer can add concepts from other
peers to its own structure.

Very structured department A department of the kind
using a very structured process. In this case it is possible to
define and implement a single ontology which any employee
has to follow.

Summary
To summarize the single cases from an ontological point of
view we distinguish two dimensions. The number of do-
mains which are conceptualized and conceptualizations used
for one domain. From the combination four possibilities
evolve. This observation is in line with the suggestions in
(Wache et al. 2001).

nm ontologies Each peer uses its own ontology. These on-
tologies conceptualize different domains.

n1 ontologies Each peer uses its own ontology, but all peers
conceptualize the same domain.

1m ontologies There is one general ontology, but it concep-
tualizes many domains. The peers use only parts of the
entire ontology. But they can be merged from a top level
perspective. In this case two different possibilities evolve:

disjoint The peers commit to a particular part of the on-
tology. Hence two peers use either the same or a differ-
ent ontology.

overlapping Each peer has parts of the ontology without
respect to the ontologies others are using.

11 ontology Each peer uses the same ontology in one do-
main.

From a technical point of view we consider networks with
a small numbers of peers to huge corporate networks. This
means, that different routing strategies have to be analyzed.

The evaluation criteria are straightforward. In all cases the
relevance of the answer should be high and response time
low using little resources of the peers. Further aspects are
the network behavior if single peers fail or return wrong an-
swers.

Ontologies provide means to define contexts. The effects
on these criteria through incorporation of meaning will be
evaluated.

The case studies have demonstrated the kind of peer-to-
peer system we focus on. To evaluate our techniques we use
well established measures from the Information Retrieval



and Peer-to-Peer community, but we also have to introduce
new ones which take the use of ontologies into account.
These measures are described in the following section.

Evaluation Functions and their Parameters
This section presents a theoretical model of evaluation. In a
general overview we define the evaluation function followed
by its premises. Additionally we present ideas of which in-
put and output parameters can be of interest in a DKMS.

Evaluation as a Function
One can imagine our DKMS as a black box doing informa-
tion retrieval in a Semantic Web environment. This black
box is supposed to have a certain behavior from which eval-
uation figures result giving us insight into the DKMS. To
test and measure this behavior we can adjust different input
parameters and collect the output figures.

This can be modelled as a function. The function (F )
describes the setting and the basic algorithms used, that is,
the interior of our system. Different parameters are used as
input (in) e.g. the number of peers. Specific output figures
(om) result from it, e. g. relevance or performance measures.
Input and output in this context are not queries and answers
of the peer network, they rather are parameters of the DKMS
and its methodologies.

(i1, i2, . . . , in) F−→ (o1, o2, . . . , om)
Having discussed the correlation between input and output
one can adjust the parameters until an optimal solution is
found.

This approach is designed along an implementation line
with the function representing the hard-coded program and
the parameters being variables of it.

Function Modelling
The function depends on the algorithms and other properties
which will be described further.

Topology. The topology is crucial for the network load
imposed by each query. Do we want to evaluate random
graphs, the star topology, or the HyperCuP environment
(Schlosser et al. 2002)? Further the content of each peer
(and its semantic context) could be used for building a net-
work structure.

Document distribution. The distribution of the docu-
ments in a real peer-to-peer system is hardly random. The
influence of different document distributions on the output
figures will be evaluated.

Query language. The query language defines the expres-
siveness of queries. It can be interesting to compare perfor-
mance results of the peer-to-peer system between query lan-
guages which only allow conjunctions or disjunctions and
query languages which allow complex recursive queries.

Selection function. Having a peer structure and a formu-
lated query the next step is to find good ways of matching
them. How to select and route to the best peers is a core
component (Carzaniga & Wolf 2002).

For the reader it might be confusing why the mentioned
points belong to function rather than to input parameters. In
a way the function premises are also input parameters. The

difference lies in fact that they are explicitly modelled in the
algorithm and can not be changed easily. Input parameters
on the other hand are more flexible and can be adjusted by
changing the value of a variable of the algorithm, the algo-
rithm itself will stay the same. The next paragraph will show
this.

Input Parameters
A list of possible input parameters that can be entered into
the system will follow:

Number of peers. The size of the peer-to-peer network
affects the results of the system. The scalability of the sys-
tem is represented by this number.

Number of documents or statements. Another type of
scalability is checked with this parameter. Whereas peers are
physical locations, this parameter describes content objects.
They represent the smallest entities in the system.

Structure. Most of the decisions around topology di-
rectly influence the function. But depending on the chosen
topology different parameters can be used for further adjust-
ment. When using indexes an important figure is the index
size. How much content will eventually be stored in the net-
work and how detailed is the knowledge about other peers.
Slightly different is the level of connectivity or the size of the
routing table. These are figures representing the character-
istics of the network.

Output Figures
The output figures of evaluation functions ensure compa-
rability to other systems. As the area of semantic peer-to-
peer systems is rather new, there are no established stan-
dard evaluation functions which makes it difficult to fulfill
the first mentioned requirement. The following list will pro-
vide well-known evaluation functions from related research
fields.

Relevance. Relevance is the subjective notion of a user
deciding whether the information is of importance with re-
spect to a query. Approximations can be done using, e. g.,
keywords. For comparison purposes one could imagine to
have a rating between 0 and 1 for each answer.

Recall R. Recall is a standard measure in information re-
trieval. It describes the proportion of all relevant documents
included in the retrieved set.

R = |relevant∩retrieved|
|relevant|

Precision P. Precision is also a standard measure in infor-
mation retrieval. It describes the proportion of a retrieved
set that is relevant.

P = |relevant∩retrieved|
|retrieved|

F-measure F. Several combinations of the two first men-
tioned measures have been developed. The most common
one is the F-measure (Van Rijsbergen 1979) describing the
normalized symmetric difference between retrieved and rel-
evant documents.

F = (β2+1)PR
β2P+R with β = P/R

Information loss. A measure to evaluate the loss of in-
formation which occurs when a query must be generalized
on the answering peer. This might happen if the queried on-
tology does not contain a specific concept, but one which is



more general and included in the ontology of the requesting
peer (Mena et al. 2000).

Reliability. This can be split into two sub-parameters.
Fault tolerance describes which degree of failures and prob-
lems are still tolerated until the system finally breaks down.
Failures in a DKMS can be a peer leaving the network or
unacknowledged messages. The failure rate specifies the
percentage of actual breakdowns of the whole system.

Real time. This measures the time from sending off the
query to getting a result. As this figure is critical for end
users, we take it into consideration as well. It was used in
(Nodine, Bohrer, & Ngu 1998).

Network load. This technical figure can be measured
with different sub-parameters. This is especially important
for internal technical measurements (Yang & Garcia-Molina
2002a). Messages per query traces to what extent the net-
work is being flooded by one query. The number of average
hops can indicate how goal-oriented a query is routed and
how fast a answer may be returned.

Time to satisfaction. It is a combination between rele-
vance and real time, with relevance having to exceed a cer-
tain value(Yang & Garcia-Molina 2002b). Again this is a
very subjective figure.

Output combination
We have set up a theoretical model for evaluation. The ben-
efit of semantic peer-to-peer lies not on its single areas but
its strength actually is the combination of them. Just like
the input parameters come from the different areas of peer-
to-peer, Semantic Web, and information retrieval, it is also
necessary to unite the output figures to achieve meaningful
results. A possibility would be to arrange linear combina-
tions. Normalized vectors represent another. The combina-
tion of different output figures will finally allow us to decide
upon the quality of the new system.

The output figures will be provided using a simulation
package.

P2P Network Simulation
P2P systems are not set up and maintained by a central au-
thority; thus, creating and observing a non-trivial network
and measuring the evaluation functions as described in the
previous section is a hard task. Simulation can help to gain
insight into the behavior of the system. Many research con-
tributions such as Freenet (Clarke et al. 2000) and Anthill
(Montresor, Meling, & Babaoglu 2002) have used simula-
tions in order to demonstrate the performance of their sys-
tems. Simulation is a core component for evaluation.

Discrete Event Simulation (DES)
Discrete Event Simulation observes the behaviour of a
model over time (Ball 1996). The model has a state de-
scribed by variables of the model that completely define the
future of the system. The state of the model is usually encap-
sulated into a set of entities (cp. objects in OOP). Discrete
Events changing the state of the system occur at discrete
points in time (as opposed to continuous state changes).
Events may trigger new events. Statistical Variables define
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Figure 2: Abstractions in DES packages

the performance measure the user is interested in. This could
be something like “average load on the server” or “maxi-
mum queue length”.

Event oriented DES describes the dynamic behavior of
the system solely by a sequence of events; the actions trig-
gering the events are not considered. Process oriented DES
combines the entities containing the state of the system and
the actions that cause events (cf. OOP).

Typical Components of Simulation Software Packages
DES software typically includes abstractions for entities,
connections between entities, and events transmitted on
those connections (see fig. 2), which corresponds well to the
P2P scenario. Process oriented packages also include an ab-
straction for processes running on entities. Some simulators
provide a glue language which can be used to compose mod-
els easily.

Simulation Packages
Several simulators, all of which contain the abstractions
mentioned above, were examined in more detail: SSF in
its incarnations DaSSF6 (C++-based) and Raceway SSF7

(Java); OMNet++8; JavaSim9; Simjava10; JADE11.

Simulators Feature Matrix We only present a short
overview of the details, as the features of the above men-
tioned packages are similar.

Selection Criteria for Simulation Infrastructures
Performance considerations Qualitative experiments
concerning model sizes and performance were conducted
on a commodity PC in order to find out how large models
could become.

6http://www.cs.dartmouth.edu/ jasonliu/projects/ssf/
7https://gradus.renesys.com/exe/Raceway
8http://www.hit.bme.hu/phd/vargaa/omnetpp.htm
9http://javasim.cs.uiuc.edu/

10http://www.dcs.ed.ac.uk/home/hase/simjava/
11http://sharon.cselt.it/projects/jade/; JADE is a special case here

because it is an agent platform rather than a simulation package, but
nevertheless it contains the same abstractions as the others.



Name Language Distributable Glue language
Raceway SSF Java DML
DaSSF C++ MPI DML
Omnet++ C++ PVM/MPI NED
JavaSim Java Tcl/Python
SimJava Java
JADE Java CORBA

Table 1: Overview of different simulations systems

JavaSim could handle about 6000 entities, while all other
Java-based systems are restricted to less than 1024 active en-
tities. The C++ systems can handle hundreds of thousands
of entities and process tens of thousands of events per sec-
ond.

Ease of implementation Undoubtedly, a model based on
a Java-based API and simulator is much easier to program
and debug than C++. The exception handling and debugging
capabilities of the Java language facilitate a rapid generation
of models.

Glue languages, graphical environments While glue
languages and graphical editors are useful in order to get
started, they may not be able to cope with complicated
and/or large models. In that case, a clean programming in-
terface on the C++/Java level is crucial.

Conclusion
A Java-based simulator would be much easier to get started
with. On the other hand, for large models the C++ systems
are able to handle numbers of entities that are two orders of
magnitude larger than those of the Java systems.

We are currently implementing a simulation environment
with JAVA using the SSF framework.

Data Generation - Evaluation Datasets
No evaluation can be done without using a dataset which we
can query on the semantic level. The choice of this dataset
will be influenced by different criteria. First, we need to
consider what type of semantic data we want to query. Then
we explore the problem of how the data should be distributed
on the network.

Data Understanding
One can see the peer-to-peer network as a network of repos-
itories called peers. Each provides a set of resources, which
we will call documents. Every single document is then de-
scribed by some sort of schema shared across the network.
In usual peer-to-peer systems, the metadata is provided with
a very simple schema of fields containing plain text (e.g: ti-
tle, author or format of the document considered). The query
must then have the following form: return all instances (ap-
proximately) having the following values v1, ..., vk in the
fields f1, . . . , fk.

A semantic query in the peer-to-peer network is a query
using the semantic metadata available on the given objects.

Ontology

Hierarchy

Classification
Relations

Fields

Figure 3: Different types of metadata schema

The structure of the metadata is enriched in order to address
certain issues. We list them here with a few words of expla-
nation as well as the kind of query that might require it.

1. identity problem: simple values do not determine identity
e.g return all the documents written by the CEO aka Mr
Johnson

2. relational problem: values in fields are not links to other
objects
e.g return all the papers of scientist who had an accepted
paper at the SIGMOD conference

3. the classification problem: a given classification needs to
be shared to be useful on the network 12?
e.g return all documents written by university professors

4. the inference problem: inclusion of classes also need to
be shared
e.g return all documents on semantics theory in Computer
science ( not equal to the intersection of “semantics the-
ory” and “Computer science”)
Moreover, these different types of queries can be com-

bined, for example:
e.g return the different names of all oil companies quoted
at the Stock Exchange. An ontology is a metadata schema
whose semantic description addresses these issues.

Generating the Data - Existing Data
A possible approach for the evaluation of a semantic peer-
to-peer network is to define a generation mechanism, which
generates data with a semantic-like structure. However, for
evaluation purposes the difficulty of deciding whether the
data generated corresponds to typical real data might turn
out to be a drawback.

A second approach is to use existing datasets and dis-
tribute them over the network. However, for certain types
of datasets of very specialised domains, the drawback here
will be that one might have some difficulty to interpret the
results (for example MEDLINE dataset). Table summarizes
the different datasets considered.

Each row corresponds to a given corpus we considered,
whereas the columns are criterias of interests for our pur-
pose. DBLP13 is a computer science article bibliography
database. Medline14 offers the same purpose for medicine.

12the difference to keyword-based is that the values belong to
predifined values, shared in the network

13http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/ ley/db/
14http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/sample records avail.html



Corpus name nb of Docs Text? type
DBLP 310000 no relational

Reuters 21578 21,578 yes classification
Reuters 2002 806,791 yes small hierarchy

DMOZ 190,000,000 yes hierarchical
Medline 1141893 no ontology

Table 2: Datasets of different types

Both of the Reuters datasets15 are newswire collections from
Reuters. DMOZ16 is a collection of internet links organized
in a hierarchy. The following criteria have been considered
for our evaluation: the number of documents, whether the
texts of the documents are available, and then the kind of
metadata schema used.

Distributing the Dataset
Once the dataset has been chosen, it must be distributed on
the peers of the network. For this, different possibilities
might be chosen depending on the structure of the network
and of the datasets. Of course, it is always possible to dis-
tribute the content among the peers randomly. However, this
is probably not going to be the case in a peer-to-peer net-
work. For instance, on a given peer it is more likely to find
the similar content than on any other peer. Thus, other data
distribution schemes have to be chosen according to the test
scenarios we want to cover.

Test scenarios
In this section we suggest several test scenarios to evaluate
different retrieval strategies. As discussed before the func-
tion modelling as well the input parameters influence the
performance of the peer-to-peer system. It is essential that
we examine each parameter separately to obtain meaning-
ful results. Therefore we now outline the dimensions of our
special interest.

Ontology
The first dimensions is the number of ontologies as dis-
cussed in the scenarios. Since already available ontologies
are rare we will use different approaches to generate differ-
ent kinds of ontologies. To generate different ontologies out
of one general ontology it is possible to take the existing one
and to exchang concept names with synonyms and deleting
other concepts completely. However, we keep in mind that
the generating strategy will certainly influence our results.

Matching algorithms
In the test cases with more than one general ontology map-
pings must be applied to identify the concepts with the same
meaning on different peers. Some strategies are already
available like (Magnini, Serafini, & Speranza 2002; Modica,
Gal, & Jamil 2001; Melnik, Garcia-Molina, & Rahm 2001;

15http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/reuters21578/reuters21578.html
http://about.reuters.com/researchandstandards/corpus/index.asp

16http://www.dmoz.org

Steels 1998) which are based on lexical, textual and struc-
tural matchings. Other are focusing on statistical informa-
tion.

Network topology and routing
The network topology directly influences the available rout-
ing algorithms. In the firework routing model (Ng & Sia
2002), for example, a query is forwarded until a peer knows
something about the query. The query is then distributed to
all peers in the neighborhood. Within a semantic context
the network topology must support that peers with similar
domains know each other to use this model efficiently.

Query language
Query languages will be tested which support simple key-
word based search but also complex recursive queries. Be-
sides, it is also important to consider the construction of a
query. Possibilities are to take just the actual chosen key-
word and concepts or to expand them with various tech-
niques.

Number and distribution of documents or
statements
Our scenarios do not impose restrictions to the number of
documents within the peer-to-peer network. However, the
distribution of the documents will influence our results. In
distributed database research documents are generally dis-
tributed uniformly (Callan & Connell 2001). When seman-
tics come into play this does not seem appropriate. A short
analysis of the Yahoo! categories suggests, that not only sin-
gle words in documents are following a Zipf distribution
(Zipf 1949), but also the allocation of documents in cate-
gories. Besides statistical distribution functions we also con-
sider to distribute clusters. Different methods can be used to
cluster our documents (Sebastiani 2002).

Number of peers
The number of peers surely influences the behavior of any
peer-to-peer system. Therefore we will use ranges from
small (about 10) to big (about 106) scenarios in our test
cases. As with documents, the distribution of peers in a net-
work at large follows power-laws (Faloutsos, Faloutsos, &
Faloutsos 1999).

Structure
The available resources on each peer influences the infor-
mation a peer can hold about the others. In this early phase
of our projects we will not pay too much attention to this
parameter but rather put as much (within reasonable limits)
information on each peer as we need. The same holds for the
computational effort on the peers. Therefore we distinguish
three cases

1. All peers offer only a limited resources to the network.

2. Some peers offer a lot some peers offer limited resources.

3. All peers offer a lot of resources to the network.

Figure 4 gives an overview of the different scenarios.



Figure 4: Test scenarios Overview

Related work
We found that there are different communities coping with
the task of retrieving information from knowledge sources.
They use either system evaluation or user-based evaluation.

Classical information retrieval from text documents is
mostly affected by technical changes to the system. There-
fore they predominantly use system evaluation to compare
different methodologies (Voorhees 2002). Closest to the
peer-to-peer approach in information retrieval are the re-
sults from e. g. (Callan & Connell 2001; Gravano & Garcı́a-
Molina 1995) to search distributed databases. The focus has
been to choose from a known set of databases where the
structures are known. The selection was made on keyword
based criteria. As a testing environment the TREC dataset17

was chosen and the different documents where distributed
uniformly according to their creation date.

Our approach adds new dimensions to these results since
the total number of peers is not known; neither are the in-
formation structures on the peers. Further we introduce new
methods to distribute data on different peers.

Research in Ontology based search in distributed environ-
ments has been conducted with systems like OBSERVER
(Mena et al. 2000). The focus was rather to find strate-
gies for better information retrieval in one particular case in
our scenario than on comparing different strategies for many
scenarios as is proposed here.

The first user-based evaluation of an ontology based KM
system was realized by (Iosif & Sure 2002). It delivers
encouraging results about the use of ontologies to retrieve
knowledge. In contrast to our scenarios the tests were ac-
complished on a centralized system using one ontology.

Efficient file allocation with hashing algorithms in peer-
to-peer networks has been the focus in research such as (Sto-
ica et al. 2001). However, this approach is feasible only
for rather simple knowledge representation as necessary for
music-file search, where keyword matching on a file name
may be sufficient. (Yang & Garcia-Molina 2002c) intro-
duced a function to calculate search costs in peer-to-peer
networks and algorithms to optimize the function with re-
spect to varying parameters. The peer selection is based on

17http://trec.nist.gov

rather simple meta information such as response time. We
want to advance this approach including more content based
meta information.

(Dieng et al. 1999) have summarized evaluation at-
tempts regarding the economic-financial and the socio-
organizational viewpoint of KM. The research in this area
is complementary to our approach.

Furthermore there is ample research on evaluation meth-
ods to classify response times of databases, e.g. TPC18 and
other technical aspects of information retrieval. This is also
complementary to our suggestions.

Our impression is that there is a lot of research dealing
with certain aspects of peer-to-peer systems and knowledge
management but no general framework to compare the dif-
ferent systems.

Conclusion
We have examined the problem of evaluating a distributed
knowledge management system. While evaluation of a cen-
tralized KM system is a challenging task in itself, the dis-
tributed case adds more parameters to the evaluation func-
tion.

The well-known notions of precision and recall are not
sufficient to evaluate the performance of a DKMS. A perfor-
mance measure for DKMS must include semantic retrieval
quality as well as measures from the P2P field like the num-
ber of hops needed to answer a query.

Simulation packages for testing have been investigated.
For traditional database and information retrieval systems

the generation of test data has been examined, and stan-
dardized data collections are supplied. In our case of P2P
knowledge management, neither standardized data genera-
tion methods nor test data sets are available. We have made
suggestions on how that problem may be tackled; it will have
to be verified that the test data we generated are valid in the
sense that they resemble real-world data from use cases like
ours according to certain similarity measures.

Different application scenarios have shown a variety of
possible uses for a DKMS which have different impacts on
the performance of the system, and thus on the evaluation
process.

Our suggested framework for evaluation can be used as
a basis for future research and development of distributed
knowledge management systems.
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